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EFFICIENT AS YOUR BUSINESS
ROLL-ON PAINTING works after-hours to keep your office on track
A quiet fall has its advantages. Now
that the bustle of tourist traffic has
subsided, it’s finally time to think
about showing your workspace a
little TLC. But just because it’s quiet
doesn’t mean your office can afford
to be out of commission.
“It would be unreasonable to expect

a business to take a week off or work
from home,” says Chad Gilchrist,
owner of Roll-On Painting. “It’s just
not efficient.”
Roll-On Painting has been working
with businesses for over 24 years to
freshen offices, storefronts or industrial
spaces. When it comes to commercial

“We work evenings and weekends,
and basically any time that is convenient
for the business owner.”

work, they suggest scheduling painting
projects to be done during off-hours
when no one will be using the space.
“We work evenings and weekends,
and basically any time that is convenient for the business owner,”
says Chad. “It is much easier for the
business to have the prep work and
painting done when no one is around.”
Their team also takes the time to protect the surrounding area to eliminate
worries and possible headaches. “We
care about the details. That’s why we
clean as we go and cover everything.”
When choosing a paint company,
Chad suggests going with one that
has the equipment, training and
experience to meet your building’s
needs. “Fifty per cent of our business
is commercial, so we have the tools
and equipment needed for any environment,” says Chad.
The goal, says Chad, is to make your
space look great without disrupting
your business.

Chad Gilchrist,
Owner of Roll-On Painting
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DOCKSIDE BUSINESS

705.787.1401
chad@roll-onpainting.com
www.Roll-OnPainting.com

